A general procedure for identifying the variable(s) that contribute(s) to the signal of the multivariate extension of the exponentially weighted moving average (MEWMA) chart is presented. The procedure systematically removes one or two variables from the MEWMA statistic calculations. Percentages are calculated for correctly identifying various shifts.
Introduction
With modern computers, it is common to monitor several correlated quality characteristics simultaneously. Various types of multivariate control charts have been proposed to take advantage of the relationships among variables being monitored (Alt, 1984; Jackson, 1985; Wierda, 1994; Lowry and Montgomery, 1995; Mason, et al., 1997) . Lowry, et al. (1992) proposed a multivariate extension of the exponentially weighted moving average (MEWMA) control chart. They demonstrated that the average run length (ARL) performance of the MEWMA is similar to that of the multivariate cumulative sum (MCUSUM) control charts discussed by Crosier (1988) and Pignatiello and Runger (1990) and is better than Hotelling's (1947) χ 2 chart for detecting a shift in the mean vector of a multivariate normal distribution. Woodall and Montgomery (1999) showed that, once an out-of-control signal is given by a multivariate chart, it may be difficult to identify the variable (or variables contributed to the signal. Jackson (1980 Jackson ( , 1991 proposed examining the Hotelling's T 2 statistic (Jackson, 1985) using principle component analysis (PCA). Mason, et al. (1995) suggested decomposing Hotelling's T 2 statistic by removing individual variables from its calculation. Woodall and Montgomery (1999) noted that additional work is needed on graphical methods for data visualization when interpreting signals from multivariate control charts.
This article presents a graphical approach to identify the source of a signal from the MEWMA control chart and examines the effects of systematically deleting a variable, or pairs of variables, from the calculations of the MEWMA statistic. The methodology is similar to examining the PRESS residuals (Allen, 1971) or DFBETAS (Belsley, et al., 1980) in regression analysis. Methodology used herein deletes variables in a multivariate process as opposed to deleting individual observations in a data set; in addition, the probability of correctly identifying the source using various simulations is estimated.
MEWMA Chart
Assume a sequence of independent observations from a p-variate normal distribution whose mean vector shifts from 0 μ to 1 μ on the r th observation, that is, Lowry, et al. (1992) defined vectors of exponentially weighted moving averages,
The one-variable deletion within the MEWMA statistic removes variables from the T i 2 statistic when a signal is detected. This study examines the removal of one variable and two variables at a time: one-variable deletion removes one variable at a time and recalculates the current T i 2 statistic excluding the removed variable, two-variable deletion removes pairs of variables and recalculates the current T i 2 statistic excluding the removed pair. Given either method, a small, reduced T i 2 statistic would indicate a possible signal source.
One-Variable Deletion
Assume on the s th sample, the MEWMA chart signaled a change (T s 2 > h). The p variables are removed, one at a time, from the calculation of T s 2 . Assume the j th variable is removed such that 
The calculation of T i(j,k) 2 is continued until the s th sample. μ are constructed such that (1) one variable shifts, (2) two variables shift equally, (3) two variables shift unequally, (4) three variables shift equally or (5) three variables shift unequally. Tables 4 and 5 display the conditions examined such that δ = 1 and δ = 3 respectively. When p = 10, approximate decimal values were used in place of exact fractions.
Results

One-Variable Deletion Analysis
If one variable shifts, a one-variable deletion is considered to be a success if the smallest reduced statistic correctly identified the variable that changed. If two variables shift, the one-variable deletion is considered to be a success if the two smallest reduced statistics correctly identify the two variables that changed. If three variables shift, the one-variable deletion is considered to be a success if the three smallest reduced statistics correctly identify the three MEWMA simulations were conducted using δ = 1 and a one variable shift such that 10,000 out of control signals were obtained. Using p = 3, h = 10.97, and λ = 0.10, it was found that the smallest reduced MEWMA statistic correctly identified the variable that changed in 85.24% of the simulations. Using p = 4, h = 12.93, λ = 0.10, it was found that the smallest reduced MEWMA statistic correctly identified the variable that changed in 84.73% of the simulations. In addition, using p = 5, h = 14.74, and λ = 0.10, showed that the smallest reduced MEWMA statistic correctly identified the variable that changed in 83.84% of the simulations. Using p = 10, h = 22.91, and λ = 0.10, it was found that the smallest reduced MEWMA statistic correctly identified the variable that changed in 81.85% of the simulations. Simulations using δ = 3 and a one variable shift produced better results such that when p = 3, 4, 5 and 10, the smallest reduced MEWMA statistic successfully identified the variable that changed in 88.53%, 87.58%, 87.18% and 86.43% of the simulations respectively.
The success rate of one-variable deletion correctly identifying the source of the signal declines as the number of variables shifting increases. For example, using p = 3, h = 10.97, λ = 0.10, δ = 1 and an equal-sized two variable shift, the two smallest reduced MEWMA statistics correctly identify the two variables that shifted in 26.89% of the 10,000 simulations. The success rate rapidly declines when three variables shift and the three smallest reduced MEWMA statistics are used to identify the variables that changed. Figures 9 and 10 display the success rates of one-variable deletion when δ = 1 and δ = 3 respectively.
Two-Variable Deletion Analysis
If one variable shifts, the two-variable deletion is considered to be a success if the (p−1) smallest reduced MEWMA statistics correctly identify the variable that changed. If two variables shift, the two-variable deletion is considered to be a success if the smallest reduced MEWMA statistics correctly identify the two variables that changed. If three variables shift, the two-variable deletion is considered to be a success if the three smallest reduced MEWMA statistics correctly identify the three variables that changed. These definitions are similar to the examples shown in Figures 5-7 .
MEWMA simulations were conducted using δ = 1 and a one variable shift such that 10,000 out of control signals were obtained. Using p = 3, h = 10.97, and λ = 0.10, it was found that the two smallest reduced MEWMA statistics correctly identified the variable that changed in 87.05% of the simulations. Using p = 4, h = 12.93, λ = 0.10, it was found that the three smallest reduced MEWMA statistics correctly identified the variable that changed in 77.58% of the simulations. In addition, using p = 5, h = 14.74, and λ = 0.10, showed that the four smallest reduced MEWMA statistics correctly identified the variable that changed in 76.33% of the simulations. Using p = 10, h = 22.91, and λ = 0.10, it was found that the nine smallest reduced MEWMA statistics correctly identified the variable that changed in 74.28% of the simulations. Simulations using δ = 3 and a one variable shift produced similar or better results such that when p = 3, 4, 5 and 10, the (p−1) smallest reduced MEWMA statistics successfully identified the variable that changed in 85.61%, 81.77%, 84.61% and 80.38% of the simulations respectively.
The success rate of two-variable deletion correctly identifying the source of the signal decreases when two variables shift. However, the decrease is not as pronounced as the one-variable deletion. For example, using p = 3, h = 10.97, λ = 0.10, δ = 1 and an equalsized two variable shift, the smallest reduced MEWMA statistic correctly identifies the two variables that shifted in 77.02% of the 10,000 simulations. Figures 11 and 12 display the success rates of two variable deletion when δ = 1 and δ = 3 respectively. In addition, there tends to be a slight decrease in the success rate when comparing an unequal shift to an equal shift. The success rate rapidly declines when three variables shift and the three smallest reduced MEWMA statistics are used to identify the variables that changed. Conclusion A general procedure for identifying the variables that contribute to the signal of the MEWMA chart was presented. One-variable deletion correctly identified a one variable shift in 82-89% of the simulations. Two-variable deletion correctly identified a one variable shift in 71-87% of the simulations, an equal-sized two variable shift in 61-81% of the simulations, and an unequal-sized two variable shift in 49-80% of the simulations.
The success rate decreases rapidly when more variables shift than are removed from the MEWMA statistic. However, examining the reduced MEWMA statistics indicated that the criteria employed herein for a successful identification may not immediately identify the variables that contributed to the signal; however, they did lead to a significantly reduced set of variables to search for the cause of the signal.
This study used only one defined covariance matrix such that the correlation between each pair of variables was 0.5. It is suspected that an increase in the success rates would be observed if the correlation between the variables is small. In several of the simulations it was noted that, when a variable would shift, it would drag other variables along with it. This in turn clouded the reduced MEWMA statistics making it more difficult to identify the variable that changed using the previously discussed definitions of a success. Further study is required using different covariance matrices.
In addition, the reported success rates assumed if q-variables shifted, then the corresponding definition of a success was used. Further study is required to examine the success rates using various definitions of a success. One suggestion might be that critical values be established to indicate to the operator that a reduced MEWMA statistic is significantly small. Additional simulations should examine the entire distribution of the reduced MEWMA statistics. Critical values could be obtained by examining the distribution of the reduced MEWMA statistics whose variables had not shifted.
Given the power of today's modern computers, variable deletion could be extended to more than two variables being removed from the calculations. Computers could provide a sequential method of analysis in which an operator examines one variable deletion results, then two-variable deletion results, three-variable deletion results, etc. Using such a method, it is anticipated that a reasonable success rate for identifying a q-variable shift using a q-variable deletion would be determined. However, this success rate would likely decrease as more variables are added to the process. Additional research is required in this area.
Using variable deletion in conjunction with the MEWMA control chart should enable a user to employ an efficient multivariate control chart with an effective post hoc analysis. In addition, it provides a helpful and easy to understand graphical solution to the problem of identifying which variable(s) contributed to the signal.
